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Book description
Health Tech: Rebooting Society's Software, Hardware
and Mindset fulfills the need for actionable insight on what’s
truly driving change and how to become a changemaker, not
just affected by it. The book introduces anybody who wishes
to understand how global healthcare will change in the next
decade to key technologies, social dynamics, and systemic
shifts that are shaping the future.

“Trond Undheim brings a well-needed fresh perspective to the
challenges surrounding the integration of technology into healthcare
delivery. This book should be required reading for anyone who is
embarking on the slippery journey of technology innovation as
applied to healthcare.”
—Dr. Joe Kvedar, Professor of Dermatology, Harvard Medical
School, author, editor, advisor and telehealth evangelist
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Trond Arne Undheim is a futurist, podcaster,
and author. The Lead Evangelist at Tulip,
the frontline operations platform, he is also a
venture partner at Hitachi Ventures, the
corporate VC, as well as at Antler, the global
early-stage VC. He is a nonresident Fellow
at the Atlantic Council, and a co-founder of
Yegii, the analytics company.
Formerly, Trond was the Director of MIT
Startup Exchange, the Director of Standards
Strategy & Policy at Oracle, and a National
Expert for e-Government at the European
Commission. He holds a PhD on the future
of work and artificial intelligence and
cognition. He is a 5x author, having penned
Future Tech (2021), Pandemic Aftermath
(2020), Disruption Games (2020), and
Leadership From Below (2002), before he
wrote Health Tech (2021).
Trond is a serial entrepreneur having cofounded a consulting firm, a business
incubator and a think tank. He hosts two
podcasts, Augmented—the industrial tech
podcast—and Futurized—thoughts on our
emerging future.
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“Health Tech: Rebooting Society’s Software,
Hardware and Mindset provides a historical
context around the evolution of digital health
technologies to better understand where we
are heading next. As it also helps us peek into
the near future of medicine and healthcare, it
asks the right questions so we can make our
own assumptions about what we expect from
technologies in our care.”
—Dr. Bertalan Meskó, Director of The Medical
Futurist Institute

“Trond is a great synthesizer of insights and
presents complex ideas clearly and concisely.
One of the core ideas is that if we simplify the
delivery of healthcare, we increase its overall
impact. To do so requires rethinking who
delivers care, what the technology looks like,
and how we measure progress. Health Tech
captures the pivotal moment where health tech
innovation can transform the world if we can
competently align incentives with value
creation.”
—Jeff Karp, Distinguished Chair in Clinical
Anesthesiology, Perioperative and Pain
Medicine. Professor of Anesthesiology,
Brigham, and Women’s Hospital, Harvard
Medical School, principal faculty at the Harvard
Stem Cell Institute, affiliate faculty at the Broad
Institute and at the Harvard-MIT Division of
Health Sciences and Technology

